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Heating in current carrying molecular junctions
Dvira Segal and Abraham Nitzan
School of Chemistry, The Sackler Faculty of Science, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, 69978, Israel

~Received 13 November 2001; accepted 31 May 2002!

A framework for estimating heating and expected temperature rise in current carrying molecular
junctions is described. Our approach is based on applying the Redfield approximation to a tight
binding model for the molecular bridge supplemented by coupling to a phonon bath. This model,
used previously to study thermal relaxation effects on electron transfer and conduction in molecular
junctions, is extended and used to evaluate the fraction of available energy, i.e., of the potential drop,
that is released as heat on the molecular bridge. Classical heat conduction theory is then applied to
estimate the expected temperature rise. For a reasonable choice of molecular parameters and for
junctions carrying currents in the nA range, we find the temperature rise to be a modest few degrees.
It is argued, however, that using classical theory to describe heat transport away from the junction
may underestimate the heating effect. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In several recent publications we1–4 and others5–13 have
addressed the issue of thermal effects in charge trans
through molecular nanojunctions. There are two import
reasons for the interest in this issue. First, on the fundam
tal level, the effect of electron–phonon14 coupling is an im-
portant factor effecting the nature of the transmission and
conduction properties of the molecular junction. Seco
from the practical point of view, this coupling is associat
with possible heating of the junction as it operates as a c
ductor. As envisioned, among the most important advanta
of molecular junctions is the combination of small size w
versatile and controlled structure. On the other hand
small size implies small heat capacity, and possible hea
may undermine the junction’s structural integrity. This mak
the understanding of heating effects in molecular conduc
a crucial issue.

In this paper we study this issue using a simple mo
that combines an electronic system comprised of two c
tinuous manifolds of states that represent the metal lead
tight binding chain representing a molecular bridge that c
nects between these leads and a thermal phonon bath
couples to the molecular bridge. This model is similar
those used by us earlier2–4 to study the effect of coupling to
a phonon bath on the nature of the conduction process
particular interplay between tunneling, activation and ho
ping transmission processes. Lake and Datta15,16have used a
different approach based on the nonequilibrium Gree
function formalism to study heat release in junction char
terized by simple barrier or double barrier structures.

When a classical Ohmic conductor characterized b
resistanceR carries a currentI the heat produced per un
time is RI2. This translates into

W5
J2

s
, ~1!

whereW is the heat produced per unit time and volume,J is
3910021-9606/2002/117(8)/3915/13/$19.00
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the current density, ands is the conductivity. In contrast, the
observation of molecular scale resistance does not nece
ily imply that heat dissipates locally on the source of th
resistance. Consider for example a classical barrier sep
ing between two identical reservoirs of charge carriers t
are characterized by electrochemical potentialsmL5mR @Fig.
1~a!#. Imposing a potential bias on this junction leads to t
situation depicted in Fig. 1~b!, in which a steady state curren
flows in a closed circuit. This current is proportional to th
rate difference,

I 5I L→R2I R→L5qA~e2b~EB2mL!2e2b~EB2mR!!;
~2!

mR2mL5qf,

whereA is the pre-exponential of the barrier crossing ratef
is the potential bias, andq is the carrier charge. Forqf
!kBT, Eq. ~2! yields I 5Abq2f, which implies

G[R215Abq2. ~3!

Thus the potential barrier is associated with a resistanc
this classical transport process, however the heat dissipa
given by Eq.~1! should be considered more carefully. Firs
the net powerIf dissipated during this process is only
small fraction of the energy accumulated and then relea
as each carrier traverses the barrier. Second, this net dis
tion does not necessarily fall on the barrier. In fact, in t
common case whereA is derived from transition state theory
friction is assumed to play a negligible role on the barr
and the powerIf is dissipated in the side reservoirs rath
than on the barrier. A similar phenomenon occurs in tunn
ing junctions where the Landauer conductance,17,18

G~EF!5
e2

p\
T~EF! ~4!

~e is the electron charge,T is the transmission coefficient
andEF is the Fermi energy! arises from elastic transmissio
and is not associated with any dissipation in the barrier.
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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both cases the net powerIf is dissipated in the leads, fa
from the barrier that represents the molecular junction.

For practical issues regarding heating effects on junc
stability, the question where and how much heat is be
released during conduction is of utmost importance. Ene
dissipated as heat in the metal leads is expected to m
away from the molecular junction relatively rapidly. On th
other hand, energy released on the molecular bridge can
tentially cause a large temperature increase due to the c
bination of relatively inefficient heat conduction away fro
the molecule with a relatively small heat capacity of the m
ecule itself. The Landauer formula~4! corresponds to the
limit where dissipation of electronic energy on the barrier
absent, while dissipation in the metal is admitted only i
plicitly as discussed above. In reality, the coupling of ele
tronic and nuclear degrees of freedom provides a mechan
for heat dissipation on the bridge itself. In the present pa
we provide a framework for discussing this issue and
estimating the expected temperature rise on the bridge.

A crucial element of any analysis concerning heat
lease on the bridge is the distribution of the electrosta
potential drop on it. This issue has been discussed rece
by several workers,19–22 however no firm conclusions exis
for any realistic system. Figure 2 shows several possible
narios of the potential profiles between leads 1 and 2 w

FIG. 1. A classical barrier separating two particle reservoirs without~a! and
with ~b! the applied bias.

FIG. 2. Several possible scenarios for the potential drop profile acro
molecular junction. See discussion in text.
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the potential bias ism12m25f. The linear ramp,A1A2 ,
represents a commonly made assumption for met
molecule–metal junctions with a strong chemical bonding
the molecule to both metals. Alternatively, in a scanning tu
neling microscope~STM! experiment, a common assumptio
is that the electrostatic potential on the molecule is pinned
that of the substrate~lead 1 say! so that the entire potentia
drop occurs between the molecule and the tip~lead 2!, lead-
ing to profileA1CA2 . Because the molecule is a polarizab
object we expect that the linear ramp potential should
replaced by the dashed line in the figure, that is sometim
approximated by the profileA1B1B2A2 .20,22

A typical molecular junction carrying a current of 1 n
through a potential drop of 0.5 V, say, can deposit a powe
up to 3•109 eV/s into the junction region. Such magnitude
heat power dissipated on a molecular bridge would pos
serious problem with regard to the bridge’s structural inte
rity. The discussion above implies thatIf is only an upper
bound, and that only a fraction,aIf (a,1), is dissipated on
the bridge itself. Estimatinga is thus a central issue of ou
study.

In Sec. II we introduce our model and notations. Sect
III discusses a classical version of our problem where
molecular bridge is represented by a potential barrier se
rating two reservoirs of classical independent charge carr
~Fig. 1! that move under the influence of stochastic noise a
damping. Section IV discusses the quantum problem in
duced in Sec. II, using for the molecular bridge a tight bin
ing model supplemented by a thermal bath and by a syste
bath coupling. This model has all the ingredients of t
classical model and also involves issues of coheren
dephasing and tunneling that are missing in the classical
log. In Sec. V we discuss local aspects of the heating proc
and provide an approximate method to compute the hea
leased at any local site of the bridge. In Sec. VI we estim
the temperature rise on the molecular bridge under typ
operating conditions, using a classical model for the h
conduction away from the bridge. Section VII concludes.

II. MODEL AND NOTATION

We use the same model that was used before to ana
the thermal effects in electron transmission through mole
lar bridges. This model~Fig. 3! consists of a molecula
a

FIG. 3. A schematic view of the model described by Eqs.~6!–~9! and the
accompanying text.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3917J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 Heating in current carrying molecular junctions
bridge ~M!, two metal leads~J5L,R for the left and right
lead, respectively!, a thermal bath~B! and interactions be
tween bridge and leads and bridge and thermal bath.
details, see Sec. II of Ref. 4. The bridge is described b
tight binding model withN sites and one state localized o
each site. These states will be numbered byn51,...,N and
taken for simplicity to be mutually orthogonal with neare
neighbor couplings. The left and right metal leadsJ5L,R
are represented by continuous manifolds of states,$ j %5$ l %,
$r%. The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H5HM1HB1F1HJ1HJM , ~5!

where HB is the Hamiltonian for the thermal environme
and where

HM5H01V,
~6!

H05 (
n51

N

Enun&^nu;

V5 (
n51

N21

Vn,n11un&^n11u1Vn11,nun11&^nu,

HJ5(
l

El u l &^ l u1(
r

Er ur &^r u, ~7!

HJM5(
l

Vl1(
r

Vr ,

~8!
Vl5Vl ,1u l &^1u1V1,l u1&^ l u,

Vr5Vr ,Nur &^Nu1VN,r uN&^r u,

F5 (
n51

N

Fn,nun&^nu. ~9!

In the calculation presented below we consider a partic
version of this model in whichVn,n61[V are the same for
all nearest neighbors, and also all bridge energiesEn (n
51,...,N) are taken equal,En5EB , in the unbiased case
This model is depicted in Fig. 3, which also shows a parti
lar incident stateu0& of the left manifold with energyE0

5EB2DE, as well as the coupling to the thermal bathB.
This coupling is taken to be of the form~9!, where again$n%
is the set ofN bridge states in the site representation a
whereFn,n are operators in the bath subspace. These op
tors are characterized by their time correlation functions

E
2`

`

dteivt^Fn,n~ t !Fn8,n8~0!&

5eb\vE
2`

`

dteivt^Fn8,n8~0!Fn,n~ t !&; b5~kBT!21,

~10!

whereT is the temperature andkB is the Boltzmann constant
For specificity we sometimes use

^Fn,n~ t !Fn8,n8~0!&5dn,n8

k

2tc
exp~2utu/tc! ~11!
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in which k and tc play the roles of coupling strength an
correlation time, respectively. The rhs of Eq.~11! becomes
kd(t) in the Markovian,tc→0, limit.

Our model is then characterized by the bridge lengthN,
the energy gapDE, the intrabridge couplingV, the bridge-
leads coupling expressed be the damping ratesG and the
thermal-coupling parametersk andtc . Previous uses of such
model have yielded reasonable fits to the performance
actual molecular junctions takingN of order 10,DE in the
range of a few thousands wave numbers, andV andG in the
range 100–1000 cm21. Some information on the therma
coupling parameters associated with any given molecular
can be obtained using the formal relationship to the site
organization energyER , k5kBTERtc /\.24 In the model cal-
culations described below we have used for simplicity
Markovian limit,kBTtc /\!1, and have takenk in the range
k50.1– 0.01ER . ~Typical reorganization energies are in th
range of;0.5 eV.!

In the absence of thermal interactions this model lea4

to the following expression for the differential~per unit of
the final energy range! transmission for an incoming electro
with energyE0 :

T 8~E0 ,E!5d~E2E0!T~E0!

5d~E2E0!TrM~G~M !~E0!G~L !

3~E0!G~M !†~E0!G~R!~E0!!. ~12!

@We useT 8 to denote the differential transmission coef
cient, whileT is the~dimensionless! elastic transmission co
efficient.# In Eq. ~12!, TrM is a trace over the subspace$n% of
molecular bridge states, andG(M )(E) is the Green’s function
associated with this subspace,

G~M !~E!5~E2H~M !~E!!21, ~13!

Hn,n8
~M !

~E!5Endn,n81Vn,n81Sn,n8~E!, ~14!

with S being the self-energy associated with the interact
of the bridge states with the metal electrodes andG is its
imaginary part,

Sn,n8~E!5Sn,n8
~L !

~E!1Sn,n8
~R!

~E!,

~15!

Sn,n8
~J!

~E!5(
j

Vn, jVj ,n8
E2Ej1 ih/2

5Ln,n8
~J!

~E!2
1

2
iGn,n8

~J!
~E!; J5L,R.

The elastic transmission coefficientT(E) is related to the
zero bias conduction of the junction by the Landauer f
mula, Eq.~4!.

As mentioned in Sec. I, the electrostatic potential pro
along the biased junction is an essential element in
analysis. We do not determine this distribution in the pres
paper. Instead, we will consider two models that corresp
to the situations depicted in Fig. 2. UsingDE to denote
EB–EF in the unbiased junction, model A is defined so th
mL5EF1(1/2)ef; mR5EF2(1/2)ef; E15EF1DE
1(1/4)ef; EN5EF1DE2(1/4)ef and a potential drop of
(1/2)ef is distributed linearly along the bridge between sit
1 andN, i.e., En5En212ef/ @2(N21)#; n52,...,N21. In
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3918 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 D. Segal and A. Nitzan
model BmL , mR , E1 , andEN are the same as in model
and the other bridge levels are taken independent off, En

5EF1DE; n52,...,N21. Figure 4 shows schematic view
of these two models.

III. HEAT RELEASE: THE CLASSICAL ANALOG

The following classical model contains the essential
gredients of our problem: The molecular bridge is rep
sented by a potential barrier~Fig. 1!, and the transmission i
a classical process of barrier crossing. Any particle t
traverses the barrier from left to right starts its trip on t
barrier atx50 and ends it as it leaves the barrier at the po
x5L. The particles are assume independent and their mo
is governed by the Newton equation supplemented b
Langevin white noise,

ẍ52g ẋ1
1

m
F1

1

m
R~ t !, ~16!

whereF52dU(x)/dx is the force derived from the poten
tial barrier and where the frictiong and random forceR
satisfy

FIG. 4. Different models for the potential distribution along a model m
lecular bridge. See text for details.
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^R~ t !&50 and ^R~ t1!R~ t2!&52gmkBTd~ t12t2!.
~17!

When the potential biasf5(mL2mR)/(2e) is distributed
uniformly over the barrier we have

U~x!52ef
x

L
; F5

ef

L
. ~18!

We will consider this situation, which is the classical anal
of model A of Fig. 4. A classical treatment of transmissi
problem that analyzes the bridge length~L! dependence of
the transmission probability was recently provided by H
shkovitz and Pollak.23

Note that by starting the particles on top of the barrier
x50 @Fig. 1~b!# we disregard the energy needed to get th
in the consideration of heat release along their descent.
question is simply what fractiona of the available potentia
energyef that the electron loses as it traverses the dista
betweenx50 andx5L is dissipated as heaton the barrier.
Obviouslya→1 asL→`, but it will be smaller forL of the
order of, or smaller than the relaxation distanceLr ~the dis-
tance, of orderF/mg2, beyond which the descending pa
ticle assumes constant velocity!.

We will not dwell here on the full solution of this sto
chastic transport problem and will limit ourselves to t
simple zero temperature case. Equation~16! for this case,ẍ
52g ẋ1F/m, yields v(t)5v0 exp(2gt)1(F/mg)(1
2exp(2gt)) and x(t)5x01v0@(12exp(2gt))/g#1(F/mg)
3$t2@(12exp(2gt))/g#%, wherex050 andv0 are the initial
position and velocity. The time to reach the end of the slo
is the solutiont* of the equation,

L5v0@~12exp~2gt* !!/g#

1~F/mg!$t* 2@~12exp~2gt* !!/g#%. ~19!

Taking for simplicityv050, the fraction of energy dissipate
into heat on the slope is obtained from

a~L !5
ef2~1/2!mv2~ t* !

ef
. ~20!

In the limit gt!1 we find

t* 5A2mL/F5A2mL2/ef, ~21!

and the corresponding condition for this limit,

gA2mL2/ef!1. ~22!

When this condition is satisfied we find from Eqs.~20! and
~21!,

a~L !5gLA2m

ef
. ~23!

In the opposite high-friction/long-conductor limitv(t* ) as-
sumes its saturation valuev(t* )5F/(gm) and Eq. ~20!
yields

a~L !512
ef

2mg2L2 . ~24!

-
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We conclude that in the low friction limit@Eq. ~22!# a(L) is
proportional togL, while in the opposite limita(L) ap-
proaches unity with a correction that vanishes like (gL)22.

IV. A QUANTUM CALCULATION OF HEAT RELEASE

Model A ~Fig. 4! depicts a version of our quantum m
chanical model that is analogous to the classical system
cussed above. In the quantum case the incoming stateu0&
pumps the system, leading to a final energy distribution ch
acterized by a quasielastic tunneling component and a t
mal component resulting from propagation on the brid
These contributions are distinct from each other~see, e.g.,
Fig. 3 of Ref. 4! only when the incoming energyE0 is well
separated from the energy of the bridge levels. Such si
tions are not expected to be of concern with regard to hea
problems, and we study them first as a matter of theoret
interest.

To be specific, consider the case where the incom
energy is considerably below the bridge levels. The ther
component in this case is the analog of the classical pro
discussed in Sec. III. It can be envisioned as a proces
which the electron starts on the levelu1& with energyE1 and
is emitted into the right manifold with a lower average e
ergy ^E&T . The differenceE12^E&T is the amount of hea
released on the bridge. The fractiona of available energy
that is released as heat on the bridge is then

a5l
E12^E&T

ef
, ~25!

wherel is the fraction of the flux that is transmitted by th
thermally activated route and wheref is the potential drop,
ef5E12EN . Note that as written, the numerator in E
~25! is the heat released on the bridge per transmitted e
tron. Again, the thermal energy needed to place the elec
on the bridge, which is pumped out of the left lead, is n
taken into account in the definition~25! of a.

A framework for evaluating the energy distribution of
transmitted electron in a model exemplified by Figs. 3 an
has been described in Refs. 4 and 24.25 For an incoming state
of energyE0 this calculation yields the thermal analog of th
differential transmission coefficientT 8(E0 ,E), Eq. ~12!,
which contains both elastic and inelastic contributions to
transmission. The average energy associated with the the
flux is then given by

^E&T5
*TT 8~E0 ,E!EdE

*TT 8~E0 ,E!dE
, ~26!

while the factorl is given by

l5
*TT 8~E0 ,E!dE

*2`
` T 8~E0 ,E!dE

, ~27!

where *T denotes an integral over the thermal part
T 8(E0 ,E). Obviously, these quantities can be defined o
when the tunneling and the thermal component of the tra
mission flux are well separated on the final energy axis.
terestingly, we have found that in this case the factor (E1

2^E&T)/(ef) of Eq. ~25! depends only very weakly on th
incoming energyE0 .
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Results based on Eqs.~25!–~27! are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. In these calculations the bridge and the bridge-le
couplings are characterized by the choice of parameterV
5200 cm21 and GL5GR5160 cm21, where the other pa-
rameters are varied as indicated below. Figure 5 shows
fraction a plotted against the voltage differencef for DE
53000 cm21, T5300 K, bridge lengthsN55 or 10 and
thermal coupling strengthsk550 or 200 cm21 ~the thermal
bath is assumed to be Markovian,tc50!. Note thatk here is
the analog of the frictiong used in Sec. III. The fact tha
these quantities are proportional to each other can be
from their relation to the diffusion constant,D5(bmg)21 in
the classical case of Sec. III andD; l 2khop with l being the
intersite distance on the bridge andkhop54V2/k.2 Still, the
behavior displayed in Fig. 5 shows an interesting differen

FIG. 5. The fractiona @Eq. ~25!# of the available energy that is released
heat on the bridge, plotted against the potential biasf for different bridge
lengths N and thermal coupling parameters~k!. Full line: N510, k5200
cm21. Dashed line:N55, k5200 cm21. Dotted line:N510, k550 cm21.
Dashed–dotted line:N55, k550 cm21. For other system parameters, se
text.

FIG. 6. f/~12a! plotted againstk2 for different bridge lengths. From bot
tom to top:N54,5,6,7,8.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from the classical results of Sec. III in that a minimum a
pears in thea~f! curve. Such a minimum is not indicated b
the limiting expressions~23! and ~24!, that show both a de
crease ina with increasingf.26 Furthermore, for the param
eters used in Fig. 5l is very close to 1, and the displaye
dependence onf is essentially a property of the factor (E1

2^E&1)/ef.
The correspondence to the classical model of Sec. II

seen also in Fig. 6, wheref/~12a! is plotted againstk2,
with T5800 K, DE51000 cm21, and f5200 cm21, for
several bridge lengthsN. As k increases this dependenc
becomes linear, in agreement with the classical high frict
limit, Eq. ~24!. In the opposite, low friction limit we find tha
a depends linearly onk as seen also in Eq.~23!, however a
closer examination reveals that in the quantum case this
ear behavior is dominated byl, Eq. ~27!, which was already
shown to depend linearly onk for small k.2

We emphasize again that, while the above discussio
of general interest as a problem in quantum transport,
limit considered is not very relevant to the problem of he
ing in current carrying molecular conductors. Next we tu
to the more interesting case where the current is domin
by resonance transmission through the bridge, i.e., by in
tion energies close to the bridge levels. Here the elastic
thermal fluxes cannot be energetically distinguished, and
total current is given by27

I 5
e

p\ E
2`

`

dE0E
2`

`

dE@T LR8 ~E0 ,E,f! f ~E0!~12 f ~E

1ef!!2T RL8 ~E0 ,E,f! f ~E01ef!~12 f ~E!!#.

~28!

In analogy, the heat left on the bridge per unit time is giv
by30

I h52
1

p\ E
2`

`

dE0E
2`

`

dE@T LR8 ~E0 ,E,f! f ~E0!

3~12 f ~E1ef!!1T RL8 ~E0 ,E,f! f ~E01ef!

3~12 f ~E!!#~E2E0!. ~29!

Here f is the Fermi–Dirac function,T LR8 and T RL8 are the
transmission coefficients in the left-to-right and right-to-le
transmission and the dependence on the finite voltage drof
across the junction~that makesT LR8 andT RL8 potentially dif-
ferent from each other! was written explicitly. The differen-
tial transmission coefficientsT 8(E0 ,E) were introduced in
Ref. 4, and are the thermal analogs of Eq.~12!. The heat
released on the bridge per transmitted electron is now
tained from Eqs.~28! and ~29!,

w5I he/I . ~30!

It is important to realize that the results~25! and ~29!–
~30! arise from different approaches to different physic
situations and are not equivalent. The result~25! corresponds
to a quantum treatment of the process that underlies the
sical discussion of Sec. III. In this case the process that g
rise to heat release on the bridge is activated, and the
release itself is associated with the flux of particles that
Downloaded 25 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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reached the top of the barrier at energyE1 , and are rolling
down on the slope associated with the potential bias. S
particles injected with energyE0 ~a fractionl of the total
number transmitted! have to gain energy of the orderE1–E0

in order to start this process, but this energy gain is not ta
into account in the computed energy balance. In contrast,
~29! is a simple balance between the incoming and outgo
particle energies. When applied to situations where the
rent is strongly activated, it will predict that the net he
release is negative in situations where the average energ
the incoming particles is lower than that of the outgoi
particles~such situations may arise because transmitted
ticles must be thermally activated to enter the barrier!. In
Appendix A we show that with suitable handling based
these considerations, the result~29! reduces to~25! in the
limit of large gap betweenE0 and the bridge levels. In Ap-
pendix B we examine the dependence ofI h on the potential
biasf. Specifically we show that Ih(f) satisfies the obvious
condition Ih(0)50 and, furthermore, that for smallf
I h(f);f2.

We next consider some numerical examples based
Eqs.~28!–~30!. The results shown below are obtained usi
the model of Fig. 3 with the parametersDE52000 cm21,
V5200 cm21, G1

(L)5GN
(R)5160 cm21, k550 cm21, tc50,

andT5300 K.
In Fig. 7 the currentI, Eq. ~28!, calculated for models A

and B of Fig. 4 ~see Sec. II! for an N54-site bridge, is
displayed against the voltage dropf. Note that the structure
of our model corresponds to transmission through either
cupied or unoccupied levels of the bridge so only one side
the potential bias is considered. Including both electron a
hole transmission in the model will not change the consid
ations involving heat release in any essential way. The
culated current–voltage characteristic shows marked se
tivity to the potential drop profile on the bridge as alrea
discussed in Ref. 20. Figure 8 shows bothI vs f andI h vs f
for models A and B withN54, and Fig. 9 showsw, Eq.~30!,
for both models, plotted against the applied bias. The ra
w/ef, which is a measure of the fraction of available ener

FIG. 7. Current vs voltage in models A~full line! and B~dashed line! of Fig.
4 for a four-site bridge. See text for the system parameters used.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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that is released as heat on the bridge, the analog ofa of Eq.
~25!, is shown in Fig. 10. Figures 11~a! and 11~b! display for
models A and B the electron current and the ratiow/ef as
functions of the bridge lengthN for two values of the applied
voltage, below resonancef50.1 V and above it,f50.5 V.
Figure 12 shows the ratiow/ef as a function of the therma
coupling strengthk for several choices of molecular param
eters in models A and B.

The following observations can be made:

~1! Both the current,I, and the heat release rate,I h , depend
on the model used for the potential drop profile on t
bridge, however both models yield similar orders
magnitude for these quantities. As intuitively expecte
the heat release per electron is higher for model A tha
characterized by a linear potential drop along the brid

~2! The fractionw/ef of the available energy released
heat on the bridge, which is the analog ofa of Eq. ~25!

FIG. 8. The electron current~up! and the heat release per second~down!
computed for a system with 4 bridge units in model A~full line! and B
~dashed! line. System parameters~see text! are as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. The heat release per transmitted electron, Eq.~30!, computed for a
system with 4 bridge units in model A~full line! and B~dashed line!. System
parameters~see text! are as in Fig. 7.
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and Sec. III, increases as the transmission assume
creasing resonance character. For the parameters us
Fig. 10 we see a marked increase in this ratio as
voltage increases towards and beyond the resona
transmission thresholdf;0.3 V.

~3! This fraction also increases with increasing brid
length, and on general grounds is expected to appro
unity for large N. Still, for moderate bridge lengths,N
<10, and for the~reasonable! parameters used in ou
calculation, only;10% of the available energy is diss
pated on the bridge. This translates to a heat releas
the order 0.1 eV per transmitted electron
;109 eV per s for currents in the nA range.

~4! For resonance transmission the bridge length dep
dence of bothI andI h reflects specific properties assoc
ated with bridge levels going in and out of resonan
with the injection energy range, on top of generic ph
nomenology discussed in our earlier work.2,3 The oscil-
latory dependence on the bridge lengthN seen in the
dashed lines in Fig. 11 is a manifestation of the fi
issue; the transmission probability changes as bridge
els get in and out of resonance with the injection ener
Increasing the bridge length may bring more levels
the bridge into resonance, leading, at intermediate bri
length to a counter intuitive increase of conduction w
N, as seen in the dashed and dotted line of Fig. 11~a!. At
the same time, the difference between theN dependence
at T5300 K andT5200 K is associated with the fac
that at room temperature and for the parameters u
transmission is dominated by thermal activation into t
bridge, while at the lower temperature and small volta
the I /N dependence at smallN shows the exponentia
behavior typical to tunneling, which crosses over to
algebraic dependence for largeN.2,3

~5! As stated above~see Appendix B!, at smallf, Eqs.~28!
and ~29! yield the expected Ohmic behaviorI;f and
I h;f2. This is an important check on our formalism
because it is not immediately obvious that Eq.~29! in-

FIG. 10. The fractionw/(ef) of available energy that is released as heat
the bridge, computed in the framework of Eqs.~28!–~30! for a system with
4 bridge units, for models A~full line! and B~dashed line!. System param-
eters~see text! are as in Fig. 7.
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3922 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 D. Segal and A. Nitzan
deed satisfiesI h(f50)5(dIh /df)uf5050. As a check
we have verified that our numerical code also shows
behavior.

~6! The small initial drop seen in the crossed~T5200 K,
f50.1 V! curve of Fig. 11~b! reflects the fact that in this
~tunneling dominated! regime the small thermal contri
bution ~whose importance increases with bridge leng!
causes transmission of particles at energies higher
the injection energy@see discussion below Eq.~30!#.

With reasonable model parameters and under reason
operating conditions Figs. 8–10 tell us to expect that a s
stantial amount of energy 10%–30% of the potential dr
will be released as heat on the bridge@see e.g., Fig. 12 and
recall that a reasonable choice fork is in the range 20–200
cm21 ~see Sec. II!#. Where on the bridge is this heat releas
and what is the expected temperature rise are the next q
tions on our agenda.

FIG. 11. The electron current~a! and the heat release per transmitted el
tron ~b! plotted against the bridge lengthN for DE52000 cm21, G5160
cm21, V5200 cm21, k550 cm21. Full line: model A, f50.1 V; dashed
line: model A,f50.5 V; dash–dotted line: model B,f50.1 V; dotted line:
model B,f50.5 V; all for T5300 K. Line with1 marks shows results for
model B atf50.1 V andT5200 K.
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V. LOCAL ASPECTS OF HEAT RELEASE

In the previous section we have shown how the h
release rate associated with electron transmission throu
molecular junction can be computed within a simple mo
for the bridge. It is also of interest to ask where on the brid
this heat is released. For a bridge uniformly made of ide
cal repeat units and attached symmetrically to two ident
electrodes one may expect that heat generation will be
form along the bridge, at least far enough from the molecu
lead surface contacts. It is of interest to consider other s
ations, e.g., the heat generated about an impurity site on
bridge structure or at special bonds, e.g., that connecting
molecule to the electrode surface. In this section we cons
this issue within the same tight binding bridge model us
above.

Again we consider a steady state pumped by an inco
ing stateu0& in the manifold that represents the left met
lead. Denote byJk(E)dE the steady state probability flux a
bridge sitek in the energy rangeE¯E1dE. The integrated
flux,

J5E dEJk~E!, ~31!

is obviously the same for all sites. The average energy of
transmitted flux at sitek is given by

^E&k5
* dEEJk~E!

J
. ~32!

Knowledge ofJk(E) at every bridge sitek therefore suffices
for evaluating the local heat dissipation during electr
transmission: the averaged energy released as heat bet
sitesk andk11 is simply ^E&k2^E&k11 .

A way to calculateJk(E) is provided by a generalization
of the procedure4,24 that yields T 8(E0 ,E)dE, the final-

-

FIG. 12. The fraction of heat released on the bridge per transmitted elec
plotted against the thermal coupling strengthk for different choices of mod-
els and molecular parameters.DE52000 cm21, V5200 cm21, f50.5 V,
T5300 K. Model A results: line with circles,N58, G5160 cm21; dotted
line, N58, G52500 cm21; line with squares,N54, G5160 cm21; dashed–
dotted line, N54, G52500 cm21. Model B results: dashed line,N58,
G5160 cm21; full line, N54, G5160 cm21.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3923J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 Heating in current carrying molecular junctions
energy resolved differential transmission probability into e
ergy rangeE¯E1dE in the manifold that represents th
right metal lead, for a given incident energyE0 . This gener-
alization~Fig. 13! is done by attaching to each bridge statek,
(k51,...,N21) a fictitious electrode represented by the co
tinuous manifoldK in Fig. 13. Only statek of the bridge is
coupled to states in its associated manifold, and this coup
is taken to be vanishingly small so that the main flux throu
the bridge is not effected by it. The same procedure t
yields the energy resolved fluxT 8(E0 ,E) into the right metal
lead, can be used to get the corresponding fluxT k8(E0 ,E)
into the manifoldK. We will now assumethat for a given
incident energyE0 , * dE0 f (E0)T k8(E0 ,E) andJk(E) repre-
sent, up to normalization factors, the same quantity, so
the normalized energy distribution at sitek is

Pk~E!5
* dE0 f ~E0!T k8~E0 ,E!

* dE0 f ~E0!* dET k8~E0 ,E!
~33!

and the average electron energy on sitek is

^E&k5E dEEPk~E!. ~34!

It should be emphasized the validity of Eqs.~33! and
~34! is an assumption. Keeping in mind that the transmiss
coefficientT 8 that appears in Eq.~33! corresponds to wha
was denotedT LR8 (E0 ,E,f) in Eq. ~28!, the integrated fluxJ
is given by

J5E
2`

`

dE0E
2`

`

dE@T LR8 ~E0 ,E,f! f ~E0!

3~12 f ~E1ef!! ~35!

and depends on the availability of unoccupied states in
accepting final manifold. We have no theory for the effect
this availability on the intermediate quantitiesJk(E). It is
only if f (E1ef)50 in the relevant final energy range th
Eqs.~33! and ~34! are rigorously justified.

As a demonstration of this approach we show in Fig.
the computed integrated heat release, i.e., the heat gene
between sites 1 andn as a function of the site indexn for a
system described by model B with the parametersN510,
DE5(EB2EF)52000 cm21, V5200 cm21, G1

(L)5GN
(R)

5160 cm21, tc50, k550 cm21, andT5300 K, under a po-
tential biasef58000 cm21 ~.1 eV!. This bias bringsmL

FIG. 13. A schematic view of the theoretical construct used to discuss l
aspect of thermal relaxation on the bridge. Each intermediate bridge
~herek! is coupled infinitesimally weakly to a fictitious continuous manifo
K, which is used as a local energy probe.
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into resonance with the adjacent bridge levelu1&. Setting the
energy scale so that the unbiased value of the Fermi ener
zero, we have under this biasmL5E154000 cm21, mR

524000 cm21, andEN50, while the energies of the othe
bridge levels remainEB as defined by model B. To simplify
the calculation we limit it to an initial energy equal tomL ,
i.e., we takef (E0)5d(E02mL)5d(E02E1) in Eq. ~33!.
Figure 14 shows results for this model, as well as for syste
with one impurity site, whereE55EB is replaced byE5

5EB61000 cm21. As expected, we see that energy relea
occurs predominantly at the regions near the lead-mole
contacts that carry the potential drop. The local heat rele
~the slope of the lines in Fig. 14! initially increases, then
decreases as the electron traverses a local low energy im
rity ~a smaller opposite effect is seen near a high ene
impurity! but, except when the impurity is placed near
bridge edge, there is no significant effect on the overall h
release, i.e., the value ofE12^E10& for the 10-site model
studied. It should be emphasized however that this calc
tion is done for a given potential bias of 1 eV. We find th
the current calculated from Eq.~28! is I /e51.10•108 s21,
9.94•107 s21, and 9.72•107 s21 for the no impurity case and
for the cases with E55EB20.125 eV and E55EB

10.125 eV, respectively. Thus the presence of either im
rity does increase the apparent junction resistance (I /f) by
;15%.

VI. ESTIMATING THE TEMPERATURE RISE

We now turn our attention to the temperature rise e
pected in a current carrying bridge molecular conductor.
making the following estimate we disregard energy that
deposited directly into the leads. This assumes that heat
duction in the metal lead is efficient and that energy reach
the leads dissipates quickly into the bulk metals. On the ot

al
el

FIG. 14. Heat released on the bridge between sites 1 andn, displayed as a
function of the site indexn for a system represented by model B~see Sec.
II !. Full line: the computed result for the standard bridge~see text for pa-
rameters! at T5300 K with a potential bias of 1 eV. Dashed line: result f
a system similar to the original, but with an impurity site represented
settingE55EB20.125 V, whereEB is the energy of all other bridge state
in the site representation. Dotted line: same for an impurity characterize
E55EB10.125 V.
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hand, energy released on the molecular bridge can be tr
ferred only by nuclear degrees of freedom, i.e., by the p
cess known in other contexts as intramolecular vibratio
energy relaxation~IVR!. IVR as a model of energy transfe
in a molecule connecting two metal leads is an interes
problem that has not been considered yet, although s
related work on heat transport in mesoscopic junctions
been recently published.13,31–39 In this paper we limit our-
selves to a much simpler approach based on the classical
conduction of organic solids. In this rough model we rep
sent the bridge by a cylinder of lengthL connecting two
planes~the metal surfaces! on which the room temperatur
T` is given ~Fig. 15!. Again, this assumes that heat condu
tion on the metal leads is very efficient relative to that on
bridge. This cylinder is comprised of two concentric cyli
drical regions. The inner cylinder of radiusR1 is the current
carrying region, and we assume that heat is generated
formly on this region at a ratei h[I h /(pR1

2L) per unit vol-
ume. ~In general this heat generation may depend on
position along the cylinder axisz in a way that depends o
the bridge structure and the potential drop profile, but in
present estimate this is disregarded.! The outer cylinder of
radiusR2 represents in this model regions on the molecu
bridge on which heat is not deposited. In a microsco
model energy flows into the region 0,z,L; R1,r,R2 is
caused by redistribution of molecular nuclear energy~in-
tramolecular vibrational relaxation, IVR!, but here we will
assume that energy flow in the molecule (0,z,L;r,R2) is
governed by classical heat conduction characterized by
assumed known thermal conductivitysh . The temperature
equation is then

sh¹2T1 i h5c
]T

]t
, ~36!

wherec is the heat capacity per unit volume. The tempe
ture profile at steady-state is determined by the Poisson e
tion,

¹2T52
i h

sh
~37!

FIG. 15. A model for analyzing temperature rise in a current carrying m
lecular bridge. The molecule is represented by a cylinder of lengthL and
cross-section radiusR2 connecting between two surfaces~shaded areas! at
z50 andz5L on which the temperatureT` is given. Heat is deposited at
given ratew in on the inner cylinder of radiusR1 . On the boundaryr
5R2 either Neumann or Dirichlet boundary condition is taken according
the physical situation~see text!.
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that should be solved under the given boundary conditio
On the left and right boundaries we haveT(z50)5T(z
5`)5T` . For the heat flow in ther direction we consider
two situations that give lower and upper bounds on the te
perature rise:

~a! The molecular bridge is immersed in a condensed
vironment so that heat can be conducted away in
direction perpendicular to the current flow. A lowe
bound on the temperature rise on the bridge may t
be obtained by imposingT(r5R2)5T` . This
amounts to the additional assumption that thermal c
duction in the surrounding environment is very fast.
we assume in addition thatL@R2 so that heat is dissi-
pated mostly in the direction normal to the bridge, a
disregard the contribution of heat loss through the el
trodes, this yields~Ref. 40, Chaps. 2–3!.

T~r50!5T`1
ihR1

2

2sh
lnSR2

R1
D1 ih

4sh
R1

2. ~38!

Obviously whenR2→` we can no longer disregar
the heat flux in the parallel direction, and Eq.~38! is no
longer valid.

~b! An upper bound on the temperature rise on the brid
is obtained for a model that disregards all heat dissi
tion in the r direction, i.e., by considering a bridg
suspended between the two metal leads in vacuum,
disregard all radiative heat losses. In this case we n
to solve Eq.~37! with the Dirichlet boundary condition
T(z50)5T(z5L)5T` on the bridge-metal inter-
faces, and a Neumann boundary conditi
(]T/]r)r5R2

50 on the outer cylinder surface.

The Poisson equation~37! was solved using a standar
finite difference algorithm~see, e.g., Ref. 40, Chap. 3!. Fig-
ure 16 shows results obtained from this calculation, us
typical molecular parameters. In particular we note thatsh

-

o
FIG. 16. The temperature distribution in the cylinder representing the m
ecule ~see text!, obtained from solving Eq.~37! using T(z50)5T(z5L)
5T` and eitherT(R2)5T` ~dashed line! or (]T/]r)r5R2

50 ~full line! as
boundary conditions. The other parameters used areL560 Å, R154 Å,
R2510 Å, T`5300 K, I h51010 eV/s, andsh53.5•1024 cal/~s cm K).
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51024 cal/~s cm K) is a typical value for the heat conducti
ity of condensed organic materials. The heat generation
I h51010eV/s is the order of magnitude expected in a jun
tion carrying a current of 10 nA. We see that the temperat
in the molecule increases only in a modest way that sho
not be significant in most situations. Obviously, for larg
values ofL, and when no heat flow is possible in the norm
~r! direction, the temperature at the molecular center will
higher~we getT.450 K for L5500 Å!. While these results
are gratifying from the point of view of molecular condu
tors design, the crude nature of our approximations shoul
kept in mind. In particular a careful evaluation of vibration
energy flow in molecular bridges is highly needed a
should be the next stage in this study.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Heating in current carrying molecular junctions is co
trolled by the combination of at least two factors. First, t
amount, per transmitted electron, of electronic energy
rectly deposited on the molecular bridge is of great imp
tance. Second, the rate of heat conduction away from
molecular bridge will determine the ultimate temperature r
at the junction. In this paper we have presented a framew
for discussing these issues and for estimating the amoun
temperature rise expected in current carrying single mole
conductors. To discuss the first issue we have develop
formalism that makes it possible to estimate the power
sipated on the bridge. In the strong localization limit, whe
the electron~or hole! fully thermalizes on each bridge sit
and charge carrier propagation proceeds by site-to-site
ping, all available energy~i.e., the full potential drop! is de-
posited as heat on the bridge. In this limit the heat pow
deposited on the bridge is given by the ohmic express
I h5If. In the opposite limit, where electron–phonon inte
actions on the molecular bridge are disregarded, no he
deposited directly on the bridge. In intermediate cases on
fraction of the available energy will be deposited on t
bridge. This fraction is expected to be small for large int
site electronic coupling, strong bridge-lead coupling, re
tively weak electron–phonon interaction and short bridg
Indeed, for a reasonable range of molecular and relaxa
parameters we have found that this fraction may be subs
tially smaller than 1, even down to order 0.1, but given th
in a junction that carries 1 nA under a bias of 1 V the to
energy dissipation rate is;1010eV/s, and that,10 eV is
sufficient to dissociate the molecular bridge, the issue
temperature rise cannot be disregarded. This observa
makes it imperative to consider the second factor, the e
ciency of heat conduction away from the junction. This iss
was treated in the present paper within a classical heat
duction model. For a simple model that represents the
lecular bridge as a cylinder characterized by heat conduc
ity typical to organic solids, we have found the temperat
rise in molecular junctions to be in the tolerable few degr
range even under the extreme conditions where all the
ergy associated with the potential bias is assumed to be
posited~uniformly! on the bridge, and where heat is allowe
to escape only through the molecule-lead contact. It sho
be emphasized, however, that our classical heat conduc
Downloaded 25 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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model is a gross oversimplification that is expected to und
estimate the temperature rise. Not only does the class
theory of heat conduction expected to fail in restricte
geometry systems~see, e.g., Ref. 39!, the discrete spectrum
of nuclear motions in suspended molecular bridges may
der vibrational energy transfer relatively slow. A molecul
level treatment of vibrational energy transmission is nee
to get a more reliable estimate of temperature rise in cur
carrying molecular junctions.

Finally we note that, while our generic treatment pr
vides a framework for analyzing heating in molecular jun
tions, in practical applications one should worry about p
sible energy accumulation in specific molecular bonds.
particular, since much of the potential drop is expected
occur at the molecule-lead contacts, the possibility of hea
these particular locations that are critical to the junction s
bility should be considered. In the present paper we h
developed the theoretical framework for computing appro
mately the position dependence of the dissipated power,
have shown that one can associate this dependence wit
bridge structure. Again, molecular level treatment of vib
tional motions in specific molecular junctions will be need
to assess this issue.
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APPENDIX A: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
EQS. „25… AND „29…

Consider Eq.~29! and letE0 be much below the bridge
levels. We focus on the case where the potential biasf is
positive so thatmR,mL and consider only the current from
left to right. Equation~28! then takes the form,

I 5
e

p\ E
2`

`

dE0E
2`

`

dETLR8 ~E0 ,E,f!

3 f ~E0!~12 f ~E1ef!!. ~A1!

We will also assume thatf is much smaller than the ga
between the injection and bridge energies. In this case
differential transmission from left to right may be approx
mated as a sum of coherent-elastic and thermal compon

TLR8 ~E0 ,E,f!5A~E0!d~E02E!1e2b~EB2E0!B~E0 ,E!,
~A2!

where theA andB terms are the coherent/tunneling and t
activated components of the transmission, respectively.
der the approximations made the functionB(E0 ,E), viewed
as a function of the final energyE, is peaked in an energy
range substantially higher~in terms ofkBT! thanE0 , there-
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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fore f (EB) and f (EB1eDf) may be taken to vanish. In thi
case Eq.~A1! may be written as a sum of a tunneling com
ponent and a thermal component,

I 5I tun1I therm, ~A3!

where

I tun5
e

p\ E
2`

`

A~E0! f ~E0!~12 f ~E01eDf!!dE0 ,

~A4!

I therm>
e

p\ E
2`

`

dE0f ~E0!e2b~EB2E0!E
2`

`

dEB~E0 ,E!.

The result for the heat generation rate~29! under the same
approximation is obtained by modifying the thermal comp
nent in Eq.~A4!,

I h>2
1

p\ E
2`

`

dE0f ~E0!e2b~EB2E0!

3E
2`

`

dEB~E0 ,E!~E2E02EB!. ~A5!

Note that in the spirit of our discussion below Eq.~30!, the
energy balance is computed by comparing the final energ
the energy of the activated electron at energyE01EB . The
heat released per thermally transmitted electron is obta
by inserting expressions~A4! and ~A5! into Eq. ~30!. We
further assume~as was verified numerically above! that, in
the limit considered, the integrals overE are practically in-
dependent ofE0 . We therefore get

I h

I therm
52

*2`
` dEB~E0 ,E!~E2E02EB!

*2`
` dEB~E0 ,E!

5E12^E&1 ,

~A6!

whereE15E01EB and wherê E&1 is the average energy o
the thermally transmitted electron. This heat release per t
mally transmitted electron is then multiplied by the fracti
of electrons transmitted thermally

l5
I therm

I tun1I therm
~A7!

and divided by the energy available for release,2ef, to
give the result~25!.

APPENDIX B: VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE
OF THE HEAT DEPOSIT RATE

Here we examine the dependence of the heat genera
rate,I h , Eq. ~29!, on the potential biasf. First consider the
zero bias case. In this equilibrium caseI h(f50) must van-
ish because there should not be net heat dissipation on
bridge in this situation. We will show that Eq.~29!, which in
this limit becomes

I h~f50!52
2

p\ E
2`

`

dE0 f ~E0!E
2`

`

~12 f ~E!!

3T 8~E0 ,E!~E2E0!dE ~B1!

indeed satisfies this requirement. For simplicity we limit o
selves to a model where the density of states in the
continuous manifolds does not depend on energy. In this c
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the differential transmission probabilityT 8(E0 ,E) is sym-
metric in its arguments, i.e.,T 8(E0 ,E)5T 8(E,E0). Since
we are dealing with an equilibrium situation we may furth
assume thatT 8(E0 ,E) satisfies the detailed balance cond
tion,

T 8~E0 ,E!5H A~E2E0!e2b~E2E0!; E.E0

A~E2E0!; E<E0
~B2!

with A(x)5A(2x). We take the chemical potentialm to be
the zero reference energy, so thatf (x)5(11exp(bx))21.
Rewriting Eq. ~B1! in the form I h(f50)
52(2/p\)*2`

` dE0F(E0) with

F~E0!5 f ~E0!F E
2`

E0
~12 f ~E!!A~E2E0!~E2E0!

1E
E0

`

~12 f ~E!!e2b~E2E0!A~E2E0!~E2E0!G
~B3!

we will show thatF(E0)1F(2E0)50, thus proving that
I h(f50)50. To this end we use the equalities,

f ~E0!~12 f ~E!!5
1

ebE011

ebE

ebE11
,

~B4!

f ~2E0!~12 f ~E!!5
1

e2bE011

ebE

ebE11
,

with Eq. ~B3! to get

F~E0!1F~2E0!

5E
2`

E0 ebEA~E2E0!

~ebE011!~ebE11!
~E2E0!dE

1E
E0

` ebE0A~E2E0!

~ebE011!~ebE11!
~E2E0!dE

1E
2`

2E0 ebEA~E1E0!

~e2bE011!~ebE11!
~E1E0!dE

1E
2E0

` e2bE0A~E1E0!

~e2bE011!~ebE11!
~E1E0!dE. ~B5!

It is easily shown that on the right-hand side the first and
fourth terms cancel, as do the second and the third terms.
example, by puttingE2E05x in the first integral we get

E
2`

0 eb~x1E0!A~x!

~ebE011!~eb~x1E0!11!
xdx

5E
2`

0 e2bE0A~x!

~e2bE011!~e2b~x1E0!11!
xdx

——→
x→2x

2E
0

` e2bE0A~x!

~e2bE011!~eb~x2E0!11!
xdx

which is opposite in sign to what we get by usingE1E0

5x in the fourth integral. It follows thatF(E0)1F(2E0)
50 and consequently
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I h~f50!50. ~B6!

The behavior ofI h(f) for small biasf can be evaluated
under the assumption that the dependence of the trans
sion probability on f can be disregarded, i.e
T RL8 (E0 ,E,f)5T LR8 (E0 ,E,f)5T 8(E0 ,E,f50). In this
case thef dependence is dominated by the Fermi functionf.
The linear term can be obtained by setting

f ~E1ef!' f ~E!2efd~E2EF!. ~B7!

Using this together with Eq.~B6! in Eq. ~29! leads to

I h52
ef

p\ E
2`

`

dE0T 8~E0 ,EF! f ~E0!~EF2E0!

1
ef

p\ E
2`

`

dET 8~EF ,E!~12 f ~E!!~E2EF!. ~B8!

Assuming again that the differential transmission probabi
has the form~B2! we get that up to linear terms inf,

I h52
ef

p\ E
2`

EF
dE0A~EF2E0!e2b~EF2E0! f ~E0!~EF2E0!

2
ef

p\ E
EF

`

dE0A~EF2E0! f ~E0!~EF2E0!

1
ef

p\ E
2`

EF
dEA~E2EF!~12 f ~E!!~E2EF!

1
ef

p\ E
EF

`

dEe2b~E2EF!A~E2EF!~12 f ~E!!~E2EF!,

~B9!

which can be shown to vanish by the same procedure u
for Eq. ~B5!. Thus, under the assumptions made the fi
contribution to the Joule heating of the junction comes fr
an O(f2) term,

I h5
e2f2

2p\ E
2`

`

dE0E
2`

`

dET 8~E0 ,E![ f ~E0! f 9~E!2 f 9~E0!

3~12 f ~E!#~E2E0!

5
e2f2

p\ E
2`

`

dE0E
2`

`

dET 8~E0 ,E! f ~E0! f 9~E!~E2E0!.

~B10!

This contribution to the thermal current is the Joule heati
Note that for a classical diffusive resistor the factor multip
ing f2 in Eq. ~B10! should be the conductivityG, however,
because some of the energyef is not deposited on the
bridge but on the leads, this factor should be smaller thaG
computed from limf→0(I /f) with I given by Eq.~29!. ~Note
that due to the presence of thermal relaxation thisG is not
given by Landauer formula.!
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